Downes ES 5th Grade Supply List

Supplies:

★ One 3 inch binder with dividers labeled:
  - Reading
  - Vocabulary/Phonics
  - Grammar
  - Math
  - Writing
  - Science
  - Social Studies
  - Extra Weekly Work - traditional classrooms only
  - Chinese- Immersion classrooms only

★ 2 graphing notebooks labeled Math
★ 2 Composition Notebooks (individual teachers will determine how to label)
★ 2 plastic folders with holes (labeled Parent Information and Classwork)
★ 1 2inch binder (for graded work to be stored in classroom)

Supplies needed for Individual Use Only- (no community sharing in the classroom)
  - Pencils- lots of them labeled with initials
  - Erasers- labeled with name
  - Scissors- labeled with name or initials
  - Individual pencil sharpener- labeled with name
  - Looseleaf to keep in binder
  - Crayons or Colored Pencils- labeled with name
  - Poster markers (Crayola or Sharpies) - keep in a pencil case labeled with name
  - CM ruler- labeled with name
  - Glue Sticks- labeled with name
  - Earbuds- to be used with assigned iPad
  - Sticky notes
  - Highlighters-labeled with name